
H O R A C I O  P R I N T I N G

Hello Amazing Friend!

I am so thankful that you have decided to host a Dream Planning Party. This packet is full of 
information to ensure that you are prepared and that you have an incredible event. 

The goal for this event is to get together and share your dreams. We believe in community and 
coming together to support one another. Writing down your dreams is a great f irst step, but 
speaking them out loud takes them to a whole new level. Through your commitment, we believe 
that people will step out and fulf ill their dreams!

Your party can consist of two people or it can be 30+! Totally up to you! If participants own 
a Horacio Printing planner that is great, if they don’t that is f ine. People can join even if they 
don’t have a planner. We want to make sure everyone is included.

After evaluating the feedback from last year’s hosts, we have made some changes! First, we are 
giving your guests a little homework to do before they arrive. Second, we have re-structured 
dream planning in a new way! 

I will be hosting my own Dream Planning Party as well. I am going to share in this packet exactly 
what we will be doing. You can choose to follow the template 100%, or you can change it up and 
do your own thing. No matter how you structure your party, we want to SEE IT! Make sure you 
tag us in your photos and use the hashtag #dreamplanningparty

Email me if you need anything: polly@horacioprinting.com

Lots of love,

Founder, Horacio Printing
horacioprinting.com
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PRAY //

Before you begin inviting people, please spend time in prayer. Pray over the individuals you are 
going to invite, and pray that God pours out His wisdom on you as you set up your event.

WRITE //

Write your ‘Why’! We encourage you to get clear with your why. This is your time to learn as a 
leader, to grow, to discover, and to equip and empower your group! Define your purpose below.

WHY ARE YOU HOSTING THIS EVENT?

EVENT PREPARATION

DATE:
  
VENUE:

TIME:

INVITE: You can invite people by phone call, text, Facebook invite, or formal invitations! Totally 
up to you. Ask the Lord who He wants you to invite. Consider a neighbor, co-worker, or the 
mom of your child’s best friend. Step out of your comfort zone a little, and trust the Lord to be 
faithful in your obedience.

YOUR PART Y DETAILS

LEAN ON GOD // The Lord will have his own agenda for you event. He speaks to you more 
clearly as you rely on Him. Trust in His strength and direction.

LISTEN AND LEAD // Your group will be vulnerable. It is important to create a safe environ-
ment where each person feels honored. Protect them by not interrupting and instead empa-
thizing. Avoid lecturing, but you can always point back to the truth in Jesus.

GO FIRST // Be transparent. Don’t be afraid to go f irst. Sharing your heart will help the people 
around you feel more comfortable.

CARE // Keep the relationships the top priority here. Trust that the Lord is in control, and He 
will work everything out in His timing.

EXPECTATIONS
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FIRST THINGS FIRST //
 
 Decide who you want to invite!

 Come up with a venue

 Come up with a date!

 Invite your friends!

 Do you want snacks at your party? Make a list of items needed, we suggest potluck 
 style to get your friends involved!

 Print out the Dream Planning packet (one packet per person)

 Read this entire packet of info (print it out for yourself )

PRE-PART Y CHECKLIST
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3PM  // GUESTS ARRIVE + WELCOME
Welcome everyone in your group as they arrive. Introduce the women to each other if they do not 
yet know each other.

3:15PM  // SEATED ICE BREAKER
New Friends: ask the women to share a little about themselves (names, meaning behind their name, 
and current place in life 
Old Friends: ask them to share one word they would use to describe themselves and why they chose 
that word.

3:30PM  // LEAD THE WOMEN IN A PRAYER
Sample Prayer: “Father God – We love you in this place. We thank you for each and every woman 
here, Lord. We know they are not here by accident. You have purpose and love for each person here.  
We ask you to breathe into us and reveal your will. Your will is perfect, your timing is perfect, and 
your grace is sufficient. Thank you for loving us. Help me to guide this amazing group of people into 
conversations that glorify you God. We love you. In Jesus’ holy name, amen.”

3:35PM  // GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF YOUR TIME TOGETHER.
“I would love to share with you what we are going to be doing tonight. We are starting by sharing 
our mid-year praise reports, then doing a SOAP Bible Study, and finally dream planning. We are 
here to support and encourage each other. If you need to use the restroom at any time feel free. It 
is located..... Are you guys ready to begin? Alright, let’s get started!”

3:40PM // WATCH OUR VIDEO

3:50PM // GROUP ACTIVIT Y ONE (Praise Report) 

4:30PM // GROUP ACTIVIT Y TWO (SOAP Bible Study)

5PM //  GROUP ACTIVIT Y THREE (Dream Planning) 

**** CLOSE WITH PRAYER! *****

SUGGESTED TIMELINE

Pro tip: If you’re sharing a meal together at your 
event, use our “Let’s Chat” cards to spark inspired 
conversation. 
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1. Pass out Praise Report Sheets 

2. Read instructions aloud:  
Let’s start with our first activity! Get your 2017 planner out if you have one. We are going to create 
2017 praise reports and take time to remember all the amazing ways God has been faithful this year. 
It is easy to find the hardships in 2017, but right now we are choosing to focus on the blessings! Feel 
free to write on the sheet I passed out, or directly in your planner at the end of the month. If you 
have your planner, you can take this time to flip back to each monthly praise report and remember 
those special times! Think back on all the beautiful things that happened this year: Births, Provision, 
Jesus, Peace, Community, or something that happened today! Be thankful for the little things. We 
will put a timer on for 10 minutes. Feel free to get up and use the restroom at any time! 

3. After 10 minutes, ask the group:  
Would anyone like to share something from their praise report this year?

Pro tip: You will be surprised to feel the room shift when everyone begins to share praises. This 
is special. Feel free to wrap up the session by mentioning how the room shifted when we began 
to express gratitude.

GROUP ACTIVIT Y #1 // PRAISE REPORT REFLECTION
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1. Pass out SOAP Bible Study

2. Read instructions aloud:  
All right let’s get started! We are going to do a SOAP Bible Study together as a group. Some of you 
might be familiar with this technique, but just to make sure everyone is on the same page -- SOAP 
stands for Scripture, Observation, Application, and Prayer. We are going to use Horacio Printing’s 
template. Let’s read the verse together. 

3. Have someone read the verse (you can do it or someone else can) 

4. Read instructions aloud:
We are going to take the next 10-12 minutes to individually write down our observation, application, 
and prayer. What stood out to you? What did you observe? How can you apply this verse to your 
life and take an action? Then, write a short prayer. This entire section is personal, you don’t have to 
share what you write down. You will have the opportunity to share if you want. (No pressure) When 
you are done feel free to just hang out. Let’s get started!

5. Once everyone is done ask people which verse they selected and if there is anything 
interesting they want to share! Take 5-10 minutes to chat about your different perspectives and 
interpretations. 

GROUP ACTIVIT Y #2 // SOAP BIBLE STUDY
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1. Read instructions aloud:  
Hey Everyone! Time for our final exercise! We are going to do Dream Planning in a BRAND new 
way. If you watched the sermon I emailed you a few days ago, “The Chair,” you might remember how 
Bill said the most important question we could ask is “Who do I want to become?” That question is 
the foundation of how we are going to spend our time dreaming! We want to be dreaming in every 
direction and dreaming with purpose! 

The question is who do I want to become? [pause] Our thoughts, actions, habits, and schedule 
determine who we are becoming. So together we are going to declare who we are becoming in all 
directions of life, and then we are going to plan our next steps to put these dreams into action. I am 
going to pass out a worksheet to help us write down our dreams in all directions.

2. Pass out Dream Planning sheets. 

3. Read instructions aloud:  
I am going to put 20 minutes on the clock. Use this sheet as a guide!

4. After 20 minutes, read instructions aloud: 
Ok – 20 minutes is up! Did everyone fill in each category? If you didn’t get a chance to fill in every 
single category, that is ok! Let’s take these a step further and now we are going to fill out a few 
next steps on how we can put these dreams into motion. Start with your favorite category. Find that 
category on the next sheet and list out 3 ways you can schedule time to become this person. This is 
all about baby steps! Little by little -- with consistency -- we can make big changes! I am going to 
put 15 minutes on the clock. Let’s f ill this in! I am here if you need help. If you are already done with 
the whole packet, feel free to keep going in creating your action plan for how you take baby steps 
next week. 

5. After 15 minutes, read instructions aloud:
YAY! Time is up! Thank you guys so much for working so hard! This is just the beginning. If you didn’t 
have time to finish all the categories, that is ok. You can take this home and keep working on it. This 
is a good place to stop and share our dreams with each other. Let’s go around and share 1 to 3 
categories that we are most excited about.

Pro tip: You can always break the ice by going f irst! Encourage EVERYONE who shares! Tell 
them “Thank you so much for sharing! That is great!” We want to create an open and safe place 
to share dreams. Let people know that God is for them.

**** END WITH A PRAYER! *****

You did it! Great job!!! Make sure you take a picture and tag us! #dreamplanningparty 

GROUP ACTIVIT Y #3 // DREAM PLANNING


